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The FAAT List is not designed to be an authoritative source,
merely a handy reference. Inclusion recognizes terminology
existence, not legitimacy. Entries known to be obsolete are
included bacause they may still appear in extant
publications and correspondence.
It is a great pleasure to share with you the Springer LNCS
proceedings of the Second World Summit on the Knowledge
Society, WSKS 2009, organized by the Open - search Society,
Ngo, http://www.open-knowledge-society.org, and held in
Samaria Hotel, in the beautiful city of Chania in Crete,
Greece, September 16–18, 2009. The 2nd World Summit on the
Knowledge Society (WSKS 2009) was an inter- tional
scientific event devoted to promoting dialogue on the main
aspects of the knowledge society towards a better world for
all. The multidimensional economic and social crisis of the
last couple of years has brought to the fore the need to
discuss in depth new policies and strategies for a human
centric developmental processes in the global context. This
annual summit brings together key stakeholders involved in
the worldwide development of the knowledge society, from
academia, industry, and government, including policy makers
and active citizens, to look at the impact and prospects of
- formation technology, and the knowledge-based era it is
creating, on key facets of l- ing, working, learning,
innovating, and collaborating in today’s hyper-complex
world. The summit provides a distinct, unique forum for
cross-disciplinary fertilization of research, favoring the
dissemination of research on new scientific ideas relevant
to - ternational research agendas such as the EU (FP7),
OECD, or UNESCO. We focus on the key aspects of a new
sustainable deal for a bold response to the multidimensional
crisis of our times.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 12th
Australian Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence,
AI'99, held in Sydney, Australia in December 1999. The 39
revised full papers presented together with 15 posters were
carefully reviewed and selected from more than 120
submissions. The book is divided in topical sections on
machine learning, neural nets, knowledge representation,
natural language processing, belief revision, adaptive
algorithms, automated reasonning, neural learning,
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heuristics, and applications
Clostridia have a high biotechnological potential, although
they are generally still regarded more as a group of
pathogenic microorganisms. They undertake a broad variety of
biocatalytic reactions some of which are unique and of use
in the chemical and biotechnology industry for the
production of chemicals or for biopharmaceutical purposes.
Even some of the clostridial toxins are of medical relevance
and can be used as therapeutic agents; The book presents the
biology, pyhsiology, and genetics, including genome projects
of Clostridia and highlights their potential for industrial
and medical applications. It is mostly based on research
during the last decade which has brought significant
progress in the field and outlines future perspectives of
industrial interest.
Text, Speech and Dialogue
Constructing a Lexicon of English Verbs
Aircraft Electrical Systems
Intelligent Information Processing and Web Mining
Advances in Manufacturing, Production Management and Process
Control
Physics and Chemistry-Based Algorithms
This book describes efficient and safe repair operations for pipelines, and develops new
methods for the detection and repair of volumetric surface defects in transmission
pipelines. It also addresses the physics, mechanics, and applications of advanced
materials used for composite repair of corroded pipelines. Presenting results obtained in
the European Commission’s INNOPIPES FRAMEWORK 7 programme, it develops longrange ultrasonic and phased array technologies for pipeline diagnostics, and explores
their interactions with discontinuities and directional properties of ultrasonic antenna
array. The book subsequently shares the results of non-destructive testing for different
types of materials applications and advanced composite repair systems, and
characterizes the mechanical properties by means of fracture methods and nondestructive techniques. In turn, the book assesses the currently available technologies for
reinforcement of pipelines, drawing on the experience gai ned by project partners, and
evaluates the recovery of the carrying capacity of pipeline sections with local corrosion
damage by means of analytical and numerical procedures. It develops an optimization
method based on the planning of experiments and surface techniques for advanced
composite repair systems, before validating the numerical models developed and
experimentally gauging the effectiveness of composite repair with the help of full-scale
hydraulic tests.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 4th International Conference on
Simulation, Modeling, and Programming for Autonomous Robots, SIMPAR 2014, held in
Bergamo, Italy, in October 2014. The 49 revised full papers presented were carefully
reviewed and selected from 62 submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections
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on simulation, modeling, programming, architectures, methods and tools, and systems
and applications.
For more than 40 years, Computerworld has been the leading source of technology news
and information for IT influencers worldwide. Computerworld's award-winning Web site
(Computerworld.com), twice-monthly publication, focused conference series and custom
research form the hub of the world's largest global IT media network.
"Things couldn't be worse! Charlotte's family has moved her halfway around the world
where she is completely cut off from her friends and surrounded by people who will never
understand her. And now her father's trying to fob a computer off on her. He thinks
computers are the most important things on earth, but Charlotte likes people not
machines. It's not like the computer can keep her from feeling homesick. Or can it?"--Back
cover. Suggested level: primary, intermediate.
Popular Photography
4th International Conference, SIMPAR 2014, Bergamo, Italy, October 20-23, 2014.
Proceedings
Nature-Inspired Computing
Visioning and Engineering the Knowledge Society - A Web Science Perspective
Second World Summit on the Knowledge Society, WSKS 2009, Chania, Crete, Greece,
September 16-18, 2009. Proceedings
Acronyms Abbreviations & Terms - A Capability Assurance Job Aid
This book discusses the latest advances in the broadly defined field of advanced
manufacturing and process control. It reports on cutting-edge strategies for sustainable
production and product life cycle management, and on a variety of people-centered
issues in the design, operation and management of manufacturing systems and
processes. Further, it presents digital modeling systems and additive manufacturing
technologies, including advanced applications for different purposes, and discusses in
detail the implementation of and challenges imposed by 3D printing technologies.
Based on three AHFE 2020 Conferences (the AHFE 2020 Virtual Conference on
Human Aspects of Advanced Manufacturing, the AHFE 2020 Virtual Conference on
Advanced Production Management and Process Control and the AHFE 2020 Virtual
Conference on Additive Manufacturing, Modeling Systems and 3D Prototyping, the
book merges ergonomics research, design applications, and up-to-date analyses of
various engineering processes. It brings together experimental studies, theoretical
methods and best practices, highlights future trends and suggests directions for further
technological developments and the improved integration of technologies and humans
in the manufacturing industry.
Devoted to the investigation of the main issues related to the sustainable realization of
tele-laboratories, where real and virtual instrumentation can be shared and used in a
collaborative environment. This book contains chapters that present a self-contained
treatment, providing the reader with a picture of the state-of-the-art of this topic.
The international conference Intelligent Information Processing and Web Mining
IIS:IIPWM’05, organized in Gda?sk-Sobieszewo on 13–16th June, 2005, was a
continuation of a long tradition of conferences on applications of Arti?cial Intelligence
(AI) in Information Systems (IS), organized by the Institute of Computer Science of
Polish Academy of Sciences in cooperation with other scienti?c and business
institutions. The Institute itself is deeply engaged in research both in AI and IS and
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many scientists view it as a leading institution both in fundamental and - plied research
in these areas in Poland. The originators of this conference series, Prof. M. D?browski
and Dr. M. Michalewicz had in 1992 a long-term goal of bringing together scientists and
industry of di?erent braches from Poland and abroad to achieve a creative synthesis.
One can say that their dream has come to reality. Scientists from ?ve continents made
their subm- sions to this conference. A brief look at the a?liations makes international
cooperation visible. The research papers have either a motivation in c- crete
applications or are o?-springs of some practical requests. This volume presents the
best papers carefully chosen from a large set of submissions (about 45%). At this point
we would like to express our thanks to the m- bers of Programme Committee for their
excellent job. Also we are thankful to the organizers of the special sessions
accompanying this conference: Jan Komorowski, Adam Przepiórkowski, Zbigniew W.
Nature-Inspired Computing: Physics and Chemistry-Based Algorithms provides a
comprehensive introduction to the methodologies and algorithms in nature-inspired
computing, with an emphasis on applications to real-life engineering problems. The
research interest for Nature-inspired Computing has grown considerably exploring
different phenomena observed in nature and basic principles of physics, chemistry, and
biology. The discipline has reached a mature stage and the field has been wellestablished. This endeavour is another attempt at investigation into various
computational schemes inspired from nature, which are presented in this book with the
development of a suitable framework and industrial applications. Designed for senior
undergraduates, postgraduates, research students, and professionals, the book is
written at a comprehensible level for students who have some basic knowledge of
calculus and differential equations, and some exposure to optimization theory. Due to
the focus on search and optimization, the book is also appropriate for electrical, control,
civil, industrial and manufacturing engineering, business, and economics students, as
well as those in computer and information sciences. With the mathematical and
programming references and applications in each chapter, the book is self-contained,
and can also serve as a reference for researchers and scientists in the fields of system
science, natural computing, and optimization.
OECD Indicators, 1997
Arson Prevention and Control
Deconstructing the English Passive
Simulation, Modeling, and Programming for Autonomous Robots
Designing Adaptable Ships
Proceedings of the International IIS: IIPWM 05 Conference held in Gdansk, Poland,
June 13-16, 2005
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 6th International
Conference on Similarity Search and Applications, SISAP 2013, held in A Coruña,
Spain, in October 2013. The 19 full papers, 6 short papers and 2 demo papers,
presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 44 submissions. The papers
are organized in topical sections on new scenarios and approaches; improving
similarity search methods and techniques; metrics and evaluation; applications
and specific domains; and implementation and engineering solutions.
4th-7th eds. contain a special chapter on The role and function of the thesaurus
in education, by Frederick Goodman.
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Developed from a first-year graduate course in algebraic topology, this text is an
informal introduction to some of the main ideas of contemporary homotopy and
cohomology theory. The materials are structured around four core areas: de
Rham theory, the Cech-de Rham complex, spectral sequences, and characteristic
classes. By using the de Rham theory of differential forms as a prototype of
cohomology, the machineries of algebraic topology are made easier to
assimilate. With its stress on concreteness, motivation, and readability, this book
is equally suitable for self-study and as a one-semester course in topology.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 15th International
Conference on Text, Speech and Dialogue, TSD 2012, held in Brno, Czech
Republic, in September 2012. The 82 papers presented together with 2 invited
talks were carefully reviewed and selected from 173 submissions. The papers are
organized in topical sections on corpora and language resources, speech
recognition, tagging, classification and parsing of text and speech, speech and
spoken language generation, semantic processing of text and speech,
integrating applications of text and speech processing, machine translation,
automatic dialogue systems, multimodal techniques and modeling.
Natural Language Processing and Cognitive Science
15th International Conference, TSD 2012, Brno, Czech Republic, September 3-7,
2012, Proceedings
Clostridia
Proceedings of the 4th International Interdisciplinary Chaos Symposium
The Munro Review of Child Protection
International Perspectives on Language Learning and Education
Recent developments in analytical instrumentation have had an
enormous influence on forensic analysis. The mass spectrometer is
now an integral part of every forensic laboratory, resulting in
greater analytical accuracy, more reliable identification, and lower
detection limits. As the instrumental method of choice among
forensic analysts, the mass
Focuses on Implementation of System; Provides Documentation &
Covers General Software & Engineering
This book helps "students to master the standard organizational
patterns of the paragraph and the basic concepts of essay writing.
The text's time-proven approach integrates the study of rhetorical
patterns and the writing process with extensive practice in
sentence structure and mechanics." - product description.
In Mosaic warfare, individual warfighting platforms are assembled
like ceramic tiles to make a larger "mosaic," or force package. The
authors apply lessons from the human immune system and a U.S.
Navy project to mosaic warfare.
final report, a child-centred system
Electronic Commerce and Web Technologies
Handbook of Mobile Teaching and Learning
Similarity Search and Applications
Chaos and Complex Systems
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Australasian Anaesthesia 2019
This book analyzes the form and function of the English passive from a verb-based
point of view. It takes the position that the various surface forms of the passive (with
or without thematic subject, with or without object, with or without by-phrase, with
or without auxiliary) have a common source and are determined by the interplay of
the syntactic properties of the verb and general syntactic principles. Each structural
element of the passive construction is examined separately, and the participle is
considered the only defining component of the passive. Special emphasis is put on the
existence of an implicit argument (ususally an agent) and its representation in the
passive. A review of data from syntax, language acquisition, and psycholinguistics
shows that the implicit agent is not just a conceptually understood argument. It is
argued that it is represented at the level of argument structure and that this is what
sets the passive apart from other patient-subject constructions. A corpus-based case
study on the use of the passive in academic writing analyzes the use of the passive in
this particular register. One of the findings is that about 20-25% of passives occur in
constructions that do not require an auxiliary, a result that challenges corpus studies
on the use of the passive that only consider full be-passives. It is also shown that
new active-voice constructions have emerged that compete with the passive without
having a more visible agent. The emergence of these constructions (such as "This
paper argues...") is discussed in the context of changes in the rhetoric of scientific
discourse. The book is mainly of interest to linguists and graduate students in the
areas of English syntax, semantics, and pragmatics.
Diagnose and manage diseases using the newest information and research! Pathologic
Basis of Veterinary Disease – Expert Consult, 6th Edition provides complete,
illustrated coverage of both general pathology and the pathology of organ systems of
domestic animals. Addressing species from dogs and cats to pigs and cattle — and
many more — this reference describes the lesions and pathogeneses of diseases, how
cells and tissues respond to injury, and the interplay of host defense mechanisms
with microbes and injurious agents. Updates include the latest scientific advances and
diagnostic information. Written by a team of expert contributors, this book includes
an Expert Consult website with access to the complete digital book plus thousands of
images and guidelines for sample acquisition and for performing a complete necropsy.
Complete coverage of both general pathology and pathology of organ systems is
provided in one convenient resource, and includes the latest information available.
Over 20 recognized experts deliver the most relevant information for the
practitioner, student, or individual preparing for the American College of Veterinary
Pathology board examination. UPDATED content on cellular and organ system
pathology includes the latest insights into the science of inflammation, healing, and
molecular carcinogenesis, as well as expanded coverage of genetics and disease.
Over 2,100 full-color illustrations include color schematics, flow charts, and
diagrammatic representations of disease processes as well as summary tables and
boxes, making it easier to understand difficult concepts. Clear, up-to-date
explanations of disease mechanisms describe cell, tissue, and organ response to
injury and infection. Easy-to-follow organization for each systemic disease chapter
includes a brief review of basic principles related to anatomy, structure, and function,
followed by congenital and functional abnormalities and discussions of infectious
disease responses, helping you apply principles to veterinary practice. Expert
Consult website provides the reader with the complete digital text plus: An image
collection; guidelines for performing a complete, systematic necropsy and appropriate
sample acquisition for all organ systems; a comprehensive glossary; and an appendix
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of photographic techniques in veterinary pathology. NEW line drawings and
schematic diagrams depict current concepts about pathogeneses and lesions of
veterinary diseases. NEW! Essential Concept boxes in each basic pathology chapter
break down long and complicated topics, making it easier to understand lesions and
pathogeneses in the ‘organ system’ chapters. NEW! Key Readings Index at the
beginning of each chapter includes page numbers, making important information easy
to locate.
In Part One of the Munro Review (published 3rd February 2011, ISBN
9780108510137), Professor Munro set out the approach and features of the child
protection system that needed exploring in detail. This second part and final report
sets out recommendations to reform the child protection system, specifically from
being over-bureaucratised and concerned with compliance to one that keeps a focus
on children. Some of the recommendations include: that the Government should
remove the specific statutory requirement on local authorities for completing
assessments within often artificial set timescales; that local services which work with
children and families should be freed from unhelpful government targets; that there
should be an introduction of a duty on all local services to coordinate an early offer of
help to families who do not meet the criteria for social care services, to address
problems before they escalate to child protection issues; that Ofsted inspections of
children's services should add more weight to feedback from children and families;
that experienced social workers should be kept on the frontline even when they
become managers so that their experience and skills are not lost and that each local
authority should designate a Principal Child and Family Social Worker to report the
views and experiences of the front line to all levels of management. Professor Munro
also states that individual recommendations should not be taken forward in isolation
but that change needs to happen across the system.
Mobile technologies have been used in higher education for many years. They
provide good solutions for teaching and learning and make learning available
anywhere and anytime. This book includes six sections: design, development,
adoption, collaboration, evaluation and future of mobile teaching and learning
technology in higher education. It includes different projects and practices in higher
education across different countries. The book provides in-depth background
information and cases studies in high technology teaching and learning and future
expectations for new technology in higher education. The variety of projects and
programs running in different country helps boost innovation and discussion in future
projects and practices. It also provide guidelines for future design and development
of mobile applications for higher education.
Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors
Advances in Forensic Applications of Mass Spectrometry
Distributed Kill Chains
Non-destructive Testing and Repair of Pipelines
Education at a Glance
Pathologic Basis of Veterinary Disease Expert Consult - E-BOOK

This edited book examines cultures of learning from the perspectives of education, applied
linguistics and language learning. The concept can be used to explore socio-cultural features
of language learning and use contexts in educational institutions, and cultural practices of
pedagogic activities and classroom interaction.
Peer reviewed articles from the Natural Language Processing and Cognitive Science
(NLPCS) 2014 meeting in October 2014 workshop. The meeting fosters interactions among
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researchers and practitioners in NLP by taking a Cognitive Science perspective. Articles cover
topics such as artificial intelligence, computational linguistics, psycholinguistics, cognitive
psychology and language learning.
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-conference proceedings of the Third
International Workshop on Computational and Clinical Applications in Abdominal Imaging,
held in conjunction with MICCAI 2011, in Toronto, Canada, on September 18, 2011. The 33
revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 40 submissions. The
papers are organized in topical sections on virtual colonoscopy and CAD, abdominal
intervention, and computational abdominal anatomy.
The OECD education indicators enable countries to see themselves in light of other countries
performance. They reflect on both the human and financial resources invested in education
and on the returns of these investments.
Differential Forms in Algebraic Topology
Invited Papers and Selected Continuing Education
Charlotte's Web Page
Researching Cultures of Learning
Computerworld
Drawing Insights for Mosaic Warfare from the Immune System and from the Navy

Report explores the U.S. Navy's options for adopting modularity and flexibility concepts in ship
design to mitigate risks of adapting to uncertain future missions and technologies, as well as
potentially reduce modernization and/or initial costs.
Originally published in 1983, this book is about the way we see things – or think we do, which
is by no means the same – and about the ways in which we have tried to reproduce that visual
concept in diagrams, pictures, photographs, films and television. Whatever the medium, if any
degree of realism is intended, some use of perspective is inevitable, and some understanding
of it can aid the appreciation of the result. But here the technicalities of perspective geometry
are treated as far as possible non-technically, by a common-sense approach. Students, wouldbe artists or architects, are warned in the Preface that they will travel second-class in the
author’s train of thought (the ‘general reader’ coming first), but they may well find the journey
worthwhile in that it provides a background to a subsequent, more detailed studies. Lawrence
Wright shows that every form of perspective representation has some innate falsity, but that
most such forms offer an adequate makeshift; that rules of geometry often need to be bent;
that labour-saving dodges and shortcuts exist. As he says, perspective drawing, like politics, is
an art of the possible. In reading this book, beginners may find it all simpler than they had
supposed, though the established expert may in some interesting respects find just the
opposite. The general reader may thereafter find himself seeing things – and representations
of them – in a new light.
We welcome you to the Second International Conference on E commerce and Web
Technology (ECWEB 2001) held in conjunction with DEXA 2001 in Munich, Germany. This
conference, now in its second year, is a forum to bring together researchers from academia
and commercial developers from industry to discuss the state of the art in E commerce and
web technology and explore new ideas. We thank you all for coming to Munich to participate
and debate the new emerging advances in this area. The research presentation and
discussion during the conference will help to exchange new ideas among the researchers,
developers, and practitioners. The conference program consists of an invited talk by Hannes
Werthner, University of Trento, Italy, as well as the technical sessions. The regular sessions
cover topics from XML Transformations and Web Development to User Behavior and Case
Studies. The workshop has attracted more than 80 papers and each paper has been reviewed
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by at least 3 program committee members for its merit. The program committee have selected
31 papers for presentation. We would like to express our thanks to the people who helped put
together the technical program: the program committee members and external reviewers for
their timely and rigorous reviews of the papers, the DEXA organizing committee for their help
in administrative work and support, and special thanks to Gabriela Wagner for always
responding promptly.
It is certain that, over the next few years, data traffic will dwarf voice traffic on
telecommunications networks. Growth in data-traffic volumes far exceeds that for voice, and is
driven by increased use of applications such as e-mail attachments, remote printing and
fileserver access, and the now omnipresent World Wide Web. The growth of data networking
to connect computers with each other and with their peripheral devices began in earnest in the
1970s, took off in the 1980s and exploded in the 1990s. The early 21st century will see ever
faster, more cost effective networks providing flexible data access into ever more businesses
and homes. Since the 1970s there have been great advances in technology. For the past
twenty years the processing power of computers has continued to grow with no hint of slowing
- recall the oft-cited Moore's Law claiming that this power doubles every 18 months. Advances
in the data networking equipment required to support the data traffic generated have been
enormous. The pace of development from early X. 25 and modem technology through to some
of the advanced equipment functionality now available is breathtaking - it is sometimes hard to
believe that the practical router is barely ten years old! This book provides an overview of the
advanced data networking field by bringing together chapters on local area networks, wide
area networks and their application.
Second International Conference, EC-Web 2001 Munich, Germany, September 4-6, 2001
Proceedings
Smalltalk-80
Third International Workshop, Held in Conjunction with MICCAI 2011, Toronto, Canada,
September 18, 2011, Revised Selected Papers
Introduction to Academic Writing
Advanced Topics in Artificial Intelligence
Distributed Cooperative Laboratories: Networking, Instrumentation, and Measurements

Complexity Science and Chaos Theory are fascinating areas of scientific research with
wide-ranging applications. The interdisciplinary nature and ubiquity of complexity
and chaos are features that provides scientists with a motivation to pursue general
theoretical tools and frameworks. Complex systems give rise to emergent behaviors,
which in turn produce novel and interesting phenomena in science, engineering, as
well as in the socio-economic sciences. The aim of all Symposia on Chaos and
Complex Systems (CCS) is to bring together scientists, engineers, economists and
social scientists, and to discuss the latest insights and results obtained in the area of
corresponding nonlinear-system complex (chaotic) behavior. Especially for the 4th
International Interdisciplinary Chaos Symposium on Chaos and Complex Systems,
which took place April 29th to May 2nd, 2012 in Antalya, Turkey, the scope of the
symposium had been further enlarged so as to encompass the presentation of work
from circuits to econophysics, and from nonlinear analysis to the history of chaos
theory. The corresponding proceedings collected in this volume address a broad
spectrum of contemporary topics, including but not limited to networks, circuits,
systems, biology, evolution and ecology, nonlinear dynamics and pattern formation,
as well as neural, psychological, psycho-social, socio-economic, management
complexity and global systems.
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Abdominal Imaging: Computational and Clinical Applications
12th Australian Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence, AI'99, Sydney, Australia,
December 6-10, 1999, Proceedings
NFPA 80A Recommended Practice for Protection of Buildings from Exterior Fire
Exposures
Modularity and Flexibility in Future Ship Designs
Proceedings of the AHFE 2020 Virtual Conferences on Human Aspects of Advanced
Manufacturing, Advanced Production Management and Process Control, and
Additive Manufacturing, Modeling Systems and 3D Prototyping, July 16‒20, 2020,
USA
Biotechnology & Medical Applications
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